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About RSA DLP for Internal E-mail
Note: RSA DLP 8.8 is the RSA DLP for Internal E-mail first DLP version to

include the RSA DLP for Internal E-mail feature.

You can now use DLP Network ICAP servers in conjunction with your Exchange
Server to scan internal e-mail, in addition to using the servers to scan web traffic. RSA
DLP Network ICAP Servers (DLP E-mail Analyzer) work with your company’s
Microsoft Exchange Server to intercept and analyze e-mail between internal users.

Why Monitor Internal E-mail?
RSA DLP for Internal E-mail enables your company to address compliance and risk
issues that might occur during the sending and receiving of internal e-mail.
Monitoring internal e-mail for sensitive content decreases your chances of spreading
intellectual property outside of the company and violating compliance regulations
through internal e-mail that ends up on a laptop or other mobile devices.
Additionally, monitoring internal e-mail provides enforcement of your company’s
ethical walls, the zone of non-communication between specific organizations.

How Does RSA DLP for Internal E-mail Work?
To use this feature, you must install an RSA DLP Transport Agent (DLP Services for
Exchange) on an Exchange Server configured for the Hub Transport role. A transport
agent is a custom application contained in the Exchange Server environment. The
RSA DLP transport agent intercepts e-mail messages at the Exchange Server and
sends messages over the network to one or more RSA DLP ICAP servers for analysis.
The ICAP server performs the content analysis and returns the response and
remediation to the transport agent. You can connect more than one ICAP Server to the
Hub Transport Server.
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What about External E-Mail?
DLP also analyzes sensitive content for external e-mail using the Network Interceptor.
The Network Interceptor monitors outbound e-mail leaving the corporate network.
For more information about the Network Interceptor, see the DLP 9.0 Network
Deployment Guide.

Microsoft Exchange Server
Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 is a messaging platform that includes e-mail,
calendaring, and tasks, as well as data storage. Exchange server provides server roles
that allow your company to split the functions of an Exchange server and place each
role, or a combination of roles, on different servers in the organization.
•

Mailbox server
The mailbox database and public folder database reside on the mailbox server.
The mailbox server’s sole purpose is to host mailboxes and public folders.

•

Client Access server
The client access server role offers access to the mailboxes from all available
protocols. Users connect to the client access server with their mail client, mobile
device, or web browsers.

•

Hub Transport server
The hub transport server is a mail routing server that handles mail flow, routing,
and delivery within the Exchange organization. DLP’s transport agent is located
on the hub transport server, which allows the transport agent visibility into all
corporate e-mail flowing through the network.

•

Edge server
The edge server is used as an additional mail routing server that routes mail into
and out of the Exchange organization. This server is designed to be deployed in an
organization's perimeter network and is used to establish a secure boundary
between the organization and the internet.

Microsoft Exchange Server
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Figure 1

Exchange Server 2010

Deployment Requirements
RSA DLP for Internal E-mail is supported on the following versions of Microsoft
Exchange:
•

Microsoft Exchange Server 2010

•

Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 SP1

•

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP2

•

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP3

Note: RSA supports a 64-bit OS per Microsoft’s recommendations.

Deploying RSA DLP for Internal E-mail
Figure 2 illustrates a sample RSA DLP for Internal E-mail deployment. You still
configure DLP security policy on the RSA DLP Enterprise Manager. The ICAP
servers enforce the policies. The RSA DLP for Internal E-mail removes the burden on
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the Exchange Server by performing content analysis from the ICAP servers. The
ICAP server sends the recommended remediation to the transport agent, and the
transport agent performs the remediation on the e-mail. If the e-mail is blocked, the
sender receives Delivery Status Notification (DNS) that the intended recipient did not
receive the e-mail.
The e-mail sent from the transport agent to the ICAP servers is protected by using
Transport Layer Security (TLS), a cryptographic protocol used to authenticate an
ICAP server to the transport agent and encrypt communication on the channel.
Figure 2

RSA DLP for Internal E-mail Deployment

Key Personnel Needed
Deploying RSA DLP for Internal E-mail requires the cooperation of several key
employees in your company. Engage the following employees in the deployment of
RSA DLP for Internal E-mail:
•

Security Operator
The Security Operator provides an understanding of what DLP policies are to be
enforced.

•

Exchange Administrator
The Exchange Administrator provides an understanding of the Exchange topology
and of the e-mail load at each Hub Transport, and installs the DLP transport agent
on the Hub Transport server(s).

•

DLP Network Administrator
The DLP Network Administrator provides the size and number of ICAP servers
required to handle the load and installs and configures the ICAP servers.

Deploying RSA DLP for Internal E-mail
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Deployment Steps
1. Determine which Hub Transport Servers require e-mail to be monitored.
This requires collaboration between the Security Operator and the Exchange
Administrator to understand which users are to be monitored and how user e-mail
flows through the different exchange servers.
2. Perform the following steps on each Hub Transport:
a. Determine How Many ICAP Servers You Need
b. Install ICAP Servers
c. Configure the ICAP Servers
d. Installing the Transport Agent
e. Configuring the Transport Agent
f.

Configure Authentication Between the ICAP Server and Transport Agent.

3. Set up policies monitoring sensitive internal e-mail content.

Determine How Many ICAP Servers You Need
To determine how many ICAP servers you need to:
•

know the average number of e-mails per day and the number of peak e-mails per
day at each Hub Transport server in your company

•

understand RSA DLP for Internal E-mail load balancing.

See Also

Load Balancing

Install ICAP Servers
To install ICAP servers, refer to Deploying ICAP Servers in the RSA DLP Network
Deployment Guide.

Configure the ICAP Servers
To configure the ICAP servers with RSA DLP Enterprise Manager, see the following
documents:
•

6
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•

RSA DLP System Help
Administering DLP Network > Administering Managed Devices >
Administering ICAP Servers

Enterprise Manager Setting
In the DLP Enterprise Manager, the ICAP Sever Configuration page contains settings
specific to the RSA DLP for Internal E-mail feature. To configure the ICAP Server for
internal e-mail, note the settings shown in Table 1 that you must set on the Enterprise
Manager page shown in Figure 3:
Table 1

ICAP Server Configuration Settings

Settings

Description

Server Time out in Seconds

One of two settings that controls the maximum time that the ICAP
server has for content analysis for before the transport agent fails open
or closed on a message.
The second setting is located in the transport agent file. See
“Configuring the Transport Agent” on page 15.
The minimum of these two values gets enforced.

Upon Server Time out (Fail
Open/Fail Close)

This setting is not used for DLP for Internal E-mail. The fail
open/close flag is configured at the transport agent.

Configure the ICAP Servers
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Transport Layer Security

Optional but strongly recommended. Enables encryption between an
Exchange Server, or web proxy, and an ICAP server. Requires manual
configuration.

Monitor Exchange Server

Must set to Enable for monitoring internal e-mail.

Select Files to Include in the
Network Event Details.

Select one of the following options to indicate which files to include
in the Network Event Details file:
Entries display on the Enterprise Manager Event Details and the
Incident Details pages. Each entry is represented by a row in the
Component Detail section of the Event and Incident Detail pages.
Network event entries are not necessarily items that violated any
policy, but indicates the files were transmitted over the network.
• Include all files.
All files monitored by the Network sensor are transmitted to the
Enterprise Manager. All entries are included as well.
• Include all individual files and compound files, but only
policy-violating subfiles.
All individual files and compound files are transmitted to the
Enterprise Manager. Only policy-violating subfiles are transmitted.
Entries for all individual files and compound files, as well as
policy-violating subfiles, are included.
This option is the default value.
• Include only policy-violating individual files and subfiles.
All policy-violating individual files and subfiles are transmitted.
Entries for all individual files and compound files, as well as
policy-violating subfiles, are included.
• None.
This option excludes all files containing sensitive content from the
Network event file.
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Figure 3

DLP Enterprise Manager’s ICAP Configuration Page

Installing the Transport Agent
The Exchange Administrator installs the transport agent on the Hub Transport
Exchange Servers running in the Hub Transport role. RSA provides the transport
agent installer as a part of the RSA DLP installation package.
You can install the transport agent manually or automatically, using a third-party
product such as IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (formerly known as BigFix) or
Microsoft’s System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM).

Installer

RSA DLP Exchange Agent <version number>.msi

Default installation
directory

C:\Program Files\RSA\DLPExchangeMailScanner

Note: You can change the default directory at installation time.

Installing the Transport Agent
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Install Using User-Attended Mode
Procedure
Note: The installer does not log to a log file by default. Use /log a command
line argument to the msiexec command to configure logging to a specific file.

1. From the Hub Transport Server’s command line, type msiexec RSA DLP
Exchange Agent <version number>.msi /log

The first screen in the Setup Wizard opens.

2. Click Next.
The Select Installation Folder window opens.

3. Optional—Change the default installation folder, if desired, and click Next.
The following dialog box opens.
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4. Click Yes.
Note: To stop the installation, click No.
Important: When you click Yes to stop the Exchange Transport
Service, you also temporarily suspend the flow of mail through the
Hub transport server.

The Exchange Transport Service stops and the transport agent is registered.
The following dialog box opens.

Then the following dialog box opens.

Installing the Transport Agent
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5. Select one of the following:
–

Click Yes.
The Exchange Transport Service starts.

–

Click No.
The Exchange Transport Service does not start.
If you do not want to start the service now, start it later using the Exchange
Server Start Menu item: Start > All Programs > DLP Exchange Mail
Scanner > Start Exchange > Transport Service.

Important: After the transport service starts, the transport agent ignores
e-mail until you configure the ICAP servers. A windows event log message,
Error Starting Agent, indicates that you need to use the dlptransportagent.xml
file to configure the servers. See “Configuring the Transport Agent” on
page 15 for details about the dlptransportagent.xml file.
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Install Using Silent Mode
You can use the command line to install the transport agent in silent mode. The
installer runs without displaying any prompts, messages, or dialog boxes.
Procedure

From the Hub Transport Server’s command line, type msiexec RSA DLP
Exchange <version number>.msi /qn RegisterAgent=True
StartService=True

Transport Agent Installer Command Line Options

Option

Definition

/log

Turns on logging to a file.

/qn

Installs the transport agent in silent mode.

RegisterAgent=True

Registers the agent automatically, which
stops the Exchange Transport Service.

RegisterAgent=False

Does not automatically register the agent.
If you use this option, you must manually
register the agent later using the Exchange
Server Start menu item: Start > All
Programs > DLP Exchange Scanner >
Register DLP Transport Agent.

StartService=True

Automatically starts the service.

StartService=False

Does not automatically starts the service. If
you use this option, you must manually
start the agent later using the Exchange
Server Start menu item: Start > All
Programs > DLP Exchange Scanner >
Start Exchange Transport Service.

Directories Installed
After installation, the following files reside in the installation directory:

Installing the Transport Agent
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File or Directory

Description

Log directory

Contains log files generated by the
transport agent.

Scripts directory

Contains Powershell scripts used by
the installation to stop and start the
Exchange service and register and
unregister the transport agent.

DlpTransportAgent.dll

Runs as a library and is part of the
Exchange Transport Service process.

dlptransportagent.xml

A configuration file for the transport
agent.

dlptransportagentlog.config

A configuration file for setting log
parameters for the transport agent. All
other configuration is controlled
through the dlptransportagent.xml

Confirm Transport Agent Registration
Procedure

After installation, use Powershell to confirm that the transport agent has been
registered with the Exchange Transport Service as the DLP Hub Transport Mail
Scanner.
1. On the Exchange Server running the Hub Transport role, select Start Menu >
Programs > Exchange to reach the Exchange Management Shell.
2. Enter Get-TransportAgent at the command prompt .
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Configuring the Transport Agent
The installer copies a configuration file, dlptransportagent.xml, onto the Hub
Transport Server in the C:\Program Files\RSA\DLPExchangeMailScanner directory.
Your company’s Exchange administrator should work with the security operator to
configure the dlptransportagent.xml file.
The transport agent processes updates to this file dynamically; you do not have to
restart the Exchange Transport service after making changes.

dlptransportagent.xml Configuration States
The dlptransportagent.xml file can be in one of three possible configuration states:
1. invalid
2. valid with at least one enabled content analyzer
3. valid with no enabled content analyzer.

Table 2

DLP Transport Agent Configuration States

DLP Transport Agent
State

Possible Configuration
States

Windows Event Log
Message

Started for the first time after Valid with no enabled
installation
content analyzers

WARNING - ANALYSIS
DISABLED

Upon start up

Invalid (error)

Critical - ERROR
STARTING AGENT

Valid with at least one
enabled content analyzer

Info - AGENT STARTED

Valid with no enabled
content analyzers

WARNING - ANALYSIS
DISABLED

Table 3 shows the possible configuration states and the corresponding Windows Event
Log Messages when you dynamically update the dlptransportagent.xml file.

Configuring the Transport Agent
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Table 3

Possible dlpransportagent.xml States When Dynamically Updated

State

Windows Event Log
Messages

Invalid (error)

WARNING - CONFIG
CHANGE WARNING

Valid with at least one
enabled content analyzer

INFO- CONFIG CHANGE
SUCCESS

Valid with no enabled
content analyzers

WARNING - ANALYSIS
DISABLED

See Also
“Windows Event Logs” on page 23

Configuration File Details
See “Sample dlptransportagent.xml Configuration File” for a complete file sample.
The transport agent configuration file contains sections that pertain to the following
areas:
•

Filters
Required—The filters section defines which messages should be filtered out up
front from the content analysis. You can filter out messages based on size and
X-Headers.

•

Content Analysis
Required—The content analysis configures the ICAP servers used to analyze the
content based on the size of the message and the presence of specified X-Headers.

•

Time-Out and Failover Parameters
Optional—Use the time-out and failover parameters sections to set various timeout and failover parameters for the ICAP servers.

•

Transport Agent Statistics
Optional—The transport agent keeps a set of rolling statistics. View the statistics
in the dlptransportagent.log files in the Log directory. You must set the indicator in
the log configuration file to view the statistics in the log directory.

•

Transport Agent Alerts
Optional—The transport agent alerts allow you to set indicators that control the
frequency and conditions for which Windows alerts are generated.
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•

X-Headers Tagging
Optional—An X-Header is a user-defined, unofficial header field that exists in the
e-mail message header. The X-Header fields contain details about the actions that
are performed on the message by the transport server, such as the spam confidence
level, content filtering results, and rules processing status.
The RSA transport agent can be configured to add specified X-Headers to
messages that it analyzes.

Filters
Use filters to define which messages should be skipped during content analysis. You
can filter out messages based on size and the presence of X-Headers. RSA strongly
recommends that you use X-Headers in conjunction with Microsoft transport rules to
pre-filter messages and to prevent duplicate analysis of messages.
By default, the transport agent is configured to analyze all messages except those that
are greater than 10 MB in size and have the X-RSA-Inspected X-Header present.
-->
<Filters action="include">
<Filter enabled="true">
<xheaderFilter action="exclude">
<header>X-RSA-Inspected</header>
</xheaderFilter>
</Filter>
<Filter enabled="true">
<maxSizeFilter>10240</maxSizeFilter>
</Filter>
</Filters>
<!--

See Also

Adding Transport Rules

Content Analysis
You need to configure one or more ICAP servers for content analysis. Create a
<Content Analyzer> node for each server and either enable or disable each node. You
must have at least one <Content Analyzer> enabled. When the agent is first installed,
there are no content analyzers configured; a Windows Event alert is raised.
For each <ContentAnalyzer>, select the <host>, <type>, <encrypted>,
<maxConnections>, <connectionTimeout>, <commonName>, and <fingerprint>.

Configuring the Transport Agent
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Time-Out and Failover Parameters
The following settings are optional. Use them to set various time-out or failover
parameters for the ICAP server.
•

•

<connectionTimeout> contains the maximum time in milliseconds that DLP

transport agent is allowed to spend trying to acquire a connection to an ICAP
server. If the time out is exceeded, the message is rejected or allowed to pass
through based on the <failOpen> setting. If you increase the setting, it reduces the
chance that the agent will fail to analyze a message.
<numOfContentAnalysisThreads> contains the maximum number of threads to
allocate for sending messages to the ICAP servers.

You can use this setting to tune performance of the transport agent. If you increase
this value, the agent can process more messages. This setting should not be
adjusted.
•

<contentAnalysisTimeout> is the maximum time in milliseconds that an ICAP
server is allowed to spend on content analysis of a message. If the time out is
exceeded, the message is rejected or allowed to pass through based on the
<failOpen> setting.

•

<failOpen>

If set to true, the transport agent will allow messages that could not be analyzed
because of a time out or unexpected error to be sent. If set to false, these messages
will be rejected back to the sender. Any time the agent fails open or closed on a
message, an alert is raised in the Windows event log. This is optional and the
default is true.
•

<maxConnectionRetries> is the maximum number of consecutive connection
retries to a given ICAP server that must fail before the ICAP server is temporarily
taken offline.

When the ICAP server is taken temporarily offline, it is disabled for a number of
seconds determined by the <mailHandlerDisableInterval> setting. After this
interval has passed, the ICAP server is re-activated and the agent again attempts to
connect to it.

Transport Agent Statistics
Internally, the transport agent keeps a set of rolling statistics. These statistics include:
• number of messages for which statistics are kept
• number of messages that
– failed to get analyzed because of a client time out
– failed to get analyzed because of a server time out
– were blocked
– were allowed to be sent
– were filtered out
– had an unexpected error.
• total time to process the messages end-to-end in the transport agent
• average time to process each message
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•
•
•
•
•

total time to analyze the messages
total size of all analyzed messages
average latency per message
message throughput
internal queue sizes.

Transport Agent Alerts
Use the following parameters to adjust the system alerts:
•

<criticalLatencyThreshold> is a threshold for the maximum amount of time in
seconds that the agent should spend processing a message. If the average message
latency over the last <maxMessages> messages exceeds this threshold, a critical
alert is raised in the Windows event log.

•

<warningLatencyThreshold> is similar to the <criticalLatencyThreshold> except
when it is exceeded, a Windows event log warning alert is created.
Default—20

•

<repeatTime> describes the frequency in seconds at which alerts are generated

when the latency continues to exceed a threshold.

For example, if the average latency exceeds the critical latency threshold for 60
seconds, and the repeat time is 10 seconds, at most 6 alerts are generated even if
hundreds of messages are processed in this interval.
•

<clearanceInterval>Describes the minimum amount of time in seconds that the

average message latency returns and stays below the warning or critical latency
threshold before which it is considered that the agent has returned back to a stable
state. An information alert is generated in the Windows event log. This setting is
intended to avoid cases where many alerts are generated as the latency moves
above and below a threshold for a short period of time.

X-Headers Tagging
The agent can tag all messages that have passed through it with an X-Header
described by the <InspectionHeader>.
This X-Header is applied to all messages that successfully undergo content analysis at
the ICAP server. In addition, depending on the values of the includeFilterMessages and
includeFailedMessages attributes, the X-Header can be applied to messages that failed
open or failed closed and messages that were filtered out ahead of time from content
analysis.
The header name and value is described by the <header> and <value> attributes. This
is useful if a downstream DLP transport agent or interceptor wants to exclude
messages previously analyzed by a transport agent. This is an optional section, and by
default, no headers are added if this section is not present.
<RSA-X-Headers>
<InspectionHeader include FailedMessages= “false” include
FilteredMessages= “false”>

Configuring the Transport Agent
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<header>X-RSA-Inspected</header>
<value>yes</value>
<InspectionHeader>
</RSA-X-Header>

Configure Authentication Between the ICAP Server and
Transport Agent
RSA DLP for Internal E-mail protects the e-mail messages sent from the transport
agent to the ICAP servers by using TLS for authentication and by encrypting the
communication channel. Policies and events remain on the ICAP servers and are not
exposed on the Exchange server.
To configure authentication between the transport agent and ICAP server:
1. Configure authentication on the ICAP server.
2. Configure authentication on the Exchange Server.

ICAP Server Configuration
Use either the self-signed server certificate on the ICAP server, or use your own
certificate to configure the authentication on the ICAP server.

ICAP Self-Signed Certificate
If you want to use the ICAP self-signed certificate, you do not have to do anything
else. The certificate is located in the /opt/tablus/config/ssl/server.pem file
path.

Company’s Own Certificate
If you want to use your own certificate, you must:
1. Install the certificate on the ICAP Server in .pem format.
2. Convert the Certificate Authority (CA) certificate from PKCS-12 format to .pem
format using the openssl tool on the ICAP server:
openssl pkcs12 -in <cert.pem> -inkey <key.pem> -out cred.p12

3. Choose to not export the private key.

Exchange Server Configuration
Use one of two methods to configure authentication on the Exchange Server:
•
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•

Use the Configure the fingerprint (thumb print) of the ICAP server certificate in
the <fingerprint> field. This method is slightly easier to use and is probably most
helpful for those companies choosing not to use their own certificate.

Method 1—Recommended
Procedure

1. Configure the trusted CA chain of the server certificate in the local computer
certificate store on the Exchange server.
a. Use the Windows Certification Authority MMC Snap-In.
Refer to http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770355.aspx for
detailed information on the Windows Certificate Authority Snap-In.
b. Convert the CA certificate to PKCS-12 format to .pem format
Use the openssl tool on the ICAP server, and choose not to export the private
key.
openssl pkcs12 -in <cert.pem> -inkey <key.pem> -out cred.p12

2. After configuring the CA chain on the Exchange Server, configure the
<commonName> of the <ContentAnalyzer> to match the common name in the
server certificate.
Note: The commonName is usually the host name or IP address of the

ICAP server.

Method 2
Procedure

1. Compute a SHA-512 fingerprint of the server certificate installed on the ICAP
Server.
Use the command: openssl X509 -sha512 -in cert.pem -noout -fingerprint
2. Put the fingerprint of the server certificate in the <fingerprint> field of the
dlptransportagent.xml file.
Refer to http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms734695.aspx for instructions
on how to configure the thumbprint.
Note: The ICAP server uses SHA-512. SHA-512 is required for

user-generated certificates.

Configure Authentication Between the ICAP Server and Transport Agent
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Adding Transport Rules
The DLP transport agent can work with Exchange Transport Rules to filter messages.
Transport rules let you apply messaging policies to e-mail messages that flow through
the transport pipeline on the Hub Transport server. These rules allow you to comply
with your company’s messaging policies, secure messages, protect messaging
systems, and prevent information leakage. By using a set of conditions and
exceptions, the transport rules allow Exchange to take various actions on certain
messages.
The transport rules work with the DLP transport agent when you add predefined
X-Headers to specific messages. Use the xheaderFilter in the dlptransportagent. xml
configuration file to exclude or include messages tagged by the transport rules. These
X-Headers are used as a signal to the RSA DLP Transport Agent indicating which
messages need to undergo content analysis. See “Filters” on page 17 for more
information about the configuration file.
An X-Header is a user-defined, unofficial header field that exists in the message
header. The X-Header fields contain details about the actions that are performed on
the message by the transport server, such as the spam confidence level, content
filtering results, and rules processing status.
Note: For Exchange 2007, X-Headers must be enabled through the command

line using Powershell.

Suggested Transport Rules
To get the best performance results, RSA suggests that you use the RSA DLP for
Internal E-mail in conjunction with Exchange Server’s existing transport rules feature
to exclude specific types of internal e-mail messages from content analysis.
Use the Exchange Server Management Console to add the following suggested
transport rules:
•

Add X-Headers to only internal e-mail
Important: RSA strongly recommends that you add this transport rule.

•

From/To People
Set conditions to exclude messages from trusted users, distribution lists, and
organizations.

•

Size of any attachment greater than or equal to a specific limit
Use this setting to exclude large messages from content analysis.

•
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Specify the type of message to exclude from content analysis, such as voice mail
or encrypted mail.
For more information on setting up transport rules, see
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa995961.aspxh

Monitor the Transport Agent
To monitor the transport agent,
•

use the Windows Event Viewer to view the Windows event logs

•

view the log files in the log directory.

Windows Event Logs
The transport agent provides the messages shown in Table 4 to the Windows event
log. The Event viewer displays the columns’ Type and Number. The number equates
to a type description as listed in the Table 4. In the Event Viewer, the properties
description is found in the properties tab.
Table 4

Windows Event Logs

Monitor the Transport Agent
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Type

Number

Type Description Properties Description

Additional Information
Agent started up successfully.

INFO

0

Agent Started

RSA DLP transport agent
successfully started

INFO

1

Agent shutdown

RSA DLP transport agent has Agent shut down.
shut down.

CRITICAL

2

Error Starting Agent Error starting RSA DLP
transport agent. Agent is
loaded but has been disabled
and will not analyze any
messages. Refer to the
dlptransportagent.log files in
the installation directory for
more details.

The agent is disabled and
does not analyze any e-mails.
Generated because transport
agent is in an invalid state.

CRITICAL

3

Critical latency
threshold exceeded

Avg Latency <value>
exceeded the critical latency
threshold <threshold>

Generated when the average
message latency for the last x
number of messages has
exceeded the critical latency
threshold, as configured in
the dlptransportagent.xml
config file.

WARN

4

Warning latency
threshold exceeded

Avg Latency <value>
Generated when the average
exceeded the warning latency message latency for the last x
threshold <threshold>
number of messages has
exceeded the warning latency
threshold, as configured in
the dlptransportagent.xml
config file.

INFO

5

Critical Latency
Threshold Cleared

Avg Latency <value> less
than the critical latency
<threshold>

Generated when the average
message latency is no longer
above than the critical
latency threshold.

INFO

6

Warning Latency
Threshold Cleared

Avg Latency <value> less
than the critical latency
<threshold>

Generated when the average
message latency is no longer
above than the warning
latency threshold.

WARN

7

Message Fail Open

Failed open on message
<ID> because
<explanation>

Typically happens when a
time-out is reached while
processing the message,
either because all the ICAP
servers are unreachable or the
ICAP server is taking too
long to process the message.
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Type

Number

Type Description Properties Description

Additional Information

WARN

8

Message Fail
Closed

Rejected message <ID>
because <explanation>

Typically happens when a
time-out is reached while
processing the message,
either because all the ICAP
servers are unreachable or the
ICAP server is taking too
long to process the message.

INFO

9

Configuration
Change Success

Reinitialized RSA DLP
transport agent with new
configuration

Generated after the
dlptransportagent.xml config
file is updated and the agent
has reinitialized itself with
the new configuration.

WARN

10

Configuration
Change Warning

Could not reinitialize RSA
DLP transport agent with
new configuration. Agent is
continuing to operate with
old configuration. Refer to
the dlptransportagent.log
files in the installation
directory for more details.

Generated after the
dlptransportagent.xml config
file is updated and the agent
could not reinitialize itself
with the new configuration,
and defaulted back to the last
known good configuration.

CRITICAL

11

Configuration
Change Failure

Failed to reinitialize RSA
DLP transport agent. Agent
is started but has been
disabled and will not analyze
any messages. Refer to the
dlptrnsportagent.log files in
installation directory for
more details.

Generated after the
dlptransportagent.xml config
file is updated and the agent
could not reinitialize itself
with the new configuration,
and also could not default
back to the last known good
configuration.
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Type

Number

Type Description Properties Description

Additional Information

INFO

12

Server Active

The transport agent
successfully established a
connection to server <ip>

Generated when the transport
agent is able to establish
connectivity to an ICAP
server for the first time, or
after the ICAP server was
deemed inactive for some
period of time.

ERROR

13

Server Inactive

Could not obtain connection
to <ip> after maximum
number of connection
attempts. Will retry
connections to server after
<disable interval> seconds.

Generated when the transport
agent fails to connect to an
ICAP server a certain number
of times as determined by the
configuration time. The
ICAP server is disabled for a
certain interval of time, as
specified in the configuration
file. If all the ICAP servers
are inactive, then the agent
will no longer be able to
process messages and will
fail open or closed on them
depending on the
configuration.

WARN

14

Analysis Disabled

The RSA DLP transport
agent is loaded but content
analysis has been disabled
through the configuration.
The agent will not analyze
any messages. Update the
dlptransportagent.xml file in
the installation directory to
enable one or more content
analyzers.

No content analyzer sections
are defined in the
dlptransportagent.xml file.

Content Analysis Supported
DLP Network performs content analysis on the following types of e-mail items:
•

regular e-mail, including e-mail sent to an individual recipient or a distribution list

•

meeting requests, calendar requests, and responses

•

tasks created and delegated to a recipient.

Content Analysis Not Supported
RSA DLP for Internal E-mail does not perform content analysis on the following:
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•

changes confined to a single inbox, such as contact information, local tasks, and
lists.

•

public folders that are not e-mail enabled.

Types of Remediation
Exchange scanning supports the following types of DLP remediation:
•

audit

•

block.

See Also

DLP Help or the DLP User Guide under Setting Policies > Creating or Editing a
Policy > Create Network Specific Rules.

Setting Up Policies to Monitor Sensitive Internal E-mail
Use DLP Enterprise Manager to set up policies to monitor sensitive e-mail content.
To set up policies and apply them to specific senders or recipient groups, use the
settings shown in Enterprise Manager in Figure 4.
To distinguish between internal e-mail policies and external e-mail policies, use the
device attribute to target policies specific to ICAP servers if you want to create
policies that are internal e-mail specific.
To view events and incidents caused by internal e-mail violations, select the device
that generates the event, that is, the ICAP server for internal e-mail and the Interceptor
for external e-mail.
See Creating or Editing a Policy in the Enterprise Manager User Guide or in the DLP
Help under Setting Policies > Creating or Editing a Policy.

How Policies are Applied to Groups of Senders and
Recipients
Ethical walls, zones of non-communication between departments, exist within
companies to prevent conflicts of interest that might result in the release of sensitive
information to inappropriate parties.
The DLP Enterprise Manager provides a way to either exclude or include groups from
receiving e-mail from specific sender groups in order to maintain your company’s
ethical wall. You can select to apply policies to individuals who are either members of
specific groups or are not members.

Setting Up Policies to Monitor Sensitive Internal E-mail
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In the Enterprise Manager, access Policy > Policy Manager > Edit > Network. Look
under the Policy Violation Rules section of the page. Click under the Who section
shown in Figure 4 to get to the Transmission Rules dialog box shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 4

Enterprise Manager Policy Violation Rules Page

Figure 5

Enterprise Manager Transmission Attributes

•

IS —The violation occurs if any one of the recipient’s LDAP groups matches one
of the configured LDAP groups in the policy.

•

IS NOT—The violation occurs if any one of the recipient’s LDAP groups are
outside of the set of configured LDAP groups in the policy.

IS NOT Example
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An example of using the To Group: is NOT radio button: Your company’s legal
department is not be allowed to send certain types of documents outside of the
department. For this situation, use the From Sender is Legal and the To Group is Not
Legal to catch sensitive content from going outside of the legal department.
IS Example
An example of using the To Group: is radio button: Your company’s market research
group is not allowed to communicate with the investment group. For this situation, the
From Sender IS Market Research and the To Group IS the Investment group; this
catches e-mail sent from market research to the investment group.

Load Balancing
For load balancing purposes, the DLP transport agent distributes messages to banks of
ICAP servers based on what is contained in the dlptransportagent.xml configuration
file. The transport agent adds the servers that have been enabled through the
enable/disable flag to the bank. The configuration file also contains the number of
active connections that the transport agent should maintain for each ICAP server. Each
connection can handle one content analysis request at a time.
For example, if you have three enabled ICAP servers in the configuation and each
ICAP server has been configured to have up to three connections, a maximum of nine
content analysis requests can be processed at one time.

Failover
If the transport agent detects that an ICAP server can’t be reached, it retries
connecting up to the maximum number specified in the configuration file. If the ICAP
server still can’t be reached, the transport agent takes the ICAP server offline for a
period of time specified in the configuration file, and an alert to the Windows event
log is generated.
During this time, the transport agent does not distribute messages to the offline ICAP
server. The transport agent restores the offline ICAP server after the amount of time
specificed in the configuration file in the <mailHandlerDisableInterval>
setting. If the transport agent successfully establishes a connection to the ICAP server,
an INFO alert to the Windows Event log is generated stating that the ICAP server is
back online.

Sample dlptransportagent.xml Configuration File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
- <!-- This is the RSA DLP NW Transport Agent config file
- <configuration xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="dlptransportagent.xsd">

Sample dlptransportagent.xml Configuration File
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- <ScanAgent>
- <!-FILTERS
Define which messages, if any, should be filtered out upfront from content analysis.Messages can be
filtered out based on size and the presence of certain X-Headers.Filters are executed as rules in
order, similar to firewall rules. The first filter that hits is applied to the message. If no filter matches,
the action at the root Filters element is applied ("include" or "exclude"). "include" means the
message is "include"d for content analysis. "exclude" means the
The Filters node contains one or more Filter nodes. Each Filter can be enabled or disabled using the
"enabled" flag. Each Filter element must consist of a single xheaderFilter or maxSizeFilter.
The xheaderFilter filters messages based on whether a specific header, described in the <header>
node, is present. If the header is present, the message is "include"d or "exclude"d from content
analysis based on the value of the action attribute. The xheaderFilter can be used to exclude
messages previously analyzed by another instance of a transport agent running on another Hub
Transport. It can also be used in conjunction with the Microsoft Transport Rules agent to exclude or
include messages tagged by the Transport Rules.
The maxSizeFilter filters out messages greater than a maximum size, specified in kB. The
maxSizeFilter only "exclude"s messages. If the size of a message is below the maximum size,it
doesn't mean the message will be analyzed. The message will still pass through any subsequent
filters, and if none of these match, the default filter action at the root Filters element is applied.
If the Filters element is missing, all messages are analyzed (i.e. the action on the Filters element is
treated as "include").
To filter out all messages ("exclude" all messages from analysis), you should include the Filters
element with action="exclude", and not have any enabled Filter elements.
-->
- <Filters action="include">
- <Filter enabled="true">
- <xheaderFilter action="exclude">
<header>X-RSA-Inspected</header>
</xheaderFilter>
</Filter>
- <Filter enabled="true">
<maxSizeFilter>10240</maxSizeFilter> </Filter>
</Filters>
- <!-Maximum number of threads to allocate for sending messages to the ICAP server(s).Can be used to
tune the performance of the transport agent. Increasing this value allows the agent to process more
messages in parallel, decreasing overall message Latency. However, if set too high, it will impact the
performance of the Exchange server. This is optional and by default is set to the total number of
available connections across all ICAP servers.
<numOfContentAnalysisThreads>1</numOfContentAnalysisThreads>
-->
- <!-Maximum time in milliseconds that an ICAP server is allowed to spend on content analysis of a
message. If the time out is exceeded, the message is rejected or allowed to pass through based on the
<failOpen> setting. Increasing this setting will reduce the likelihood that the agent will fail to
analyze a message, but will increase the Latency in sending a message. This is optional and the
default is 20000.<contentAnalysisTimeout>20000</contentAnalysisTimeout>
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-->
- <!-Maximum time in milliseconds that the transport agent is allowed to spend trying to acquire a
connection to an ICAP server. If the time out is exceeded, the message is rejected or allowed to pass
through based on the <failOpen> setting. Increasing this setting will reduce the likelihood that the
agent will fail to analyze a message, but will increase the latency in sending a message. This is
optional and the default is 5000.
<connectionTimeout>5000</connectionTimeout>
-->
- <!-If set to true, the transport agent will allow messages that could not be analyzed because of a time
out or unexpected error to be sent. If set to false, these messages will be rejected back to the sender.
Any time the agent fails open or closed on a message, an alert is raised in the Windows event log.
This is optional and the default is true.
<failOpen>true</failOpen>
-->
- <!-FAILOVER
<maxConnectionRetries> is the maximum number of consecutive connection retries to a given ICAP
server that must fail before the ICAP server is temporarily taken offline.
This is optional and the default is 3.
When the ICAP server is taken temporarily offline, it is disabled for a number of seconds determined
by the <mailHandlerDisableInterval> setting. After this interval has passed,the ICAP server is
re-activated and the agent again attempts to connect to it. This is optional and the default is 600 s (10
minutes).
<maxConnectionRetries>3</maxConnectionRetries>
<mailHandlerDisableInterval>600</mailHandlerDisableInterval>

-->
- <!-STATISTICS
The agent internally keeps a set of rolling statistics. These statistics include:
- Number of messages over which statistics are kept
- Number of messages that:
failed to get analyzed because of a client time out,
failed to get analyzed because of a server time out,
were blocked,
were allowed to be sent
were filtered out
had an unexpected error
- Total time to process the messages end-to-end in the transport agent
- Average time to process each message
- Total time to analyze the messages (includes getting a connection,
sending a message to ICAP server, and server-side analysis)
- Total size of all messages

Sample dlptransportagent.xml Configuration File
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- Total size of all analyzed messages
- Average latency per message
- Message throughput
- Internal queue sizes
The <maxMessages> setting determines the rolling number of messages over which the statistics are
computed. This is optional and defaulted to 1000.
<messageReportInterval> describes the frequency at which the statistics are output to the
dlptransportagent.log files in the Log directory for reporting. This is optional and the default is
1000, i.e. statistics are output every 1000 messages to the log. In order for statistics to be output to
the log, make sure the following is set in the dlptransportagentlog.config file:
<logger name="DlpTransportAgent.Statistics">
<level value="DEBUG"/>
</logger>

<criticalLatencyThreshold> is a threshold for the maximum amount of time in seconds that the agent
should spend processing a message. If the average message latency over the last <maxMessages>
messages exceeds this threshold, a critical alert is raised in the Windowsevent log. This is optional
and the default is 30.
<warningLatencyThreshold> is similar to the <criticalLatencyThreshold>, except when it is
exceeded a warning alert is raised in the Windows event log instead of a critical alert.
This is optional and the default is 20.
When the average latency exceeds a critical or warning threshold for a prolonged period of time, it is
not desirable to continually generate alerts for every new message. The <repeatTime> describes the
frequency in seconds at which alerts are generated when the latency continues to exceeds a
threshold. For example, if the average latency exceeds the critical latency threshold for 60 seconds,
and the repeat time is 10 seconds, at most 6 alerts are generated even if hundreds are messages are
processed in this interval. This is optional and the default is 300 seconds (5 mins).
The <clearanceInterval> describes the minimum amount of time in seconds that the average message
latency returns and stays below the warning or critical latency threshold before which it is
considered that the agent has returned back to a stable state and an informationalert is generated to
the Windows event log to this effect. This setting is intended to avoid cases where many alerts are
generated as the latency oscillates above and below a threshold for a short period of time. This is
optional and the default is 60 seconds (1 min).
-->
- <Statistics>
<maxMessages>1000</maxMessages>
<messageReportInterval>1000</messageReportInterval>
<criticalLatencyThreshold>30</criticalLatencyThreshold>
<warningLatencyThreshold>20</warningLatencyThreshold>
<repeatTime>300</repeatTime>
<clearanceInterval>60</clearanceInterval>
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</Statistics>
- <!-X-HEADER TAGGING
The agent can tag all messages that have passed through it with an X-Header described by the
<InspectionHeader>. This X-Header is applied to all messages that successfully undergo content
analysis at the ICAP server. In addition, depending on the values of the includeFailedMessages and
includeFilterMessages attributes, the X-Header can also be applied to messages that failed open or
closed and messages that were filtered outahead of time from content analysis.
The header name and value is described by the <header> and <value> attributes.This is useful if a
downstream DLP transport agent or interceptor wants to exclude messages previously analyzed by a
transport agent. This is an optional section and by default no headers are added if this section is not
present.
Additionaly, Classification and Remediation Action can be added to the message as X-Headers after
the message has been analyzed. This is useful in tagging the message for further actions downstream
(for instance, "X-RSA-Action: encrypt" can be used as a criteria by a downstream device to
selectively encrypt messages).
-->
- <RSA-X-Headers>
- <InspectionHeader includeFailedMessages="false" includeFilteredMessages="false">

<header>X-RSA-Inspected</header>
<value>yes</value>
</InspectionHeader>
- <ClassificationsHeader>
<header>X-RSA-Classifications</header>
</ClassificationsHeader>
- <ActionHeader>
<header>X-RSA-Action</header>
</ActionHeader>
</RSA-X-Headers>
</ScanAgent>
- <!-CONTENT ANALYZERS
Configure one or more servers used for content analysis. Each server is represented by a
<ContentAnalyzer> node, which can be individually enabled or disabled. At least one
<ContentAnalyzer> is required to be enabled. When the agent is first installed, no content analyzers
are configured and an alert is raised in the Windows event log indicating this.

For each <ContentAnalyzer>:
<host> is a required setting. This can be a host name or IP address.
<port> is a required setting. The default ICAP server port is 1344.

Sample dlptransportagent.xml Configuration File
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<type> is a required setting and must be set to ICAP.
<encrypted> is a required setting. If set to true, the connection between the transport agent and ICAP
server will be secured using TLS, and at least one of the <commonName> and <fingerprint> setting
must be configured. By "secured," it is meant that the server is authenticated to the agent, and the
channel is encrypted.
There are two methods to configure how the client authenticates the server.
The first method, which is recommended, is to configure the trusted CA chain of the server
certificate on the Exchange server. You must also make sure the server certificate is correctly
configured on the ICAP server. The CA chain should be configured as trusted in the
LocalComputer certificate store on the Exchange server. This can be done using the Windows
Certificate Authority mmc snap-in. After configuring the CA chain on the Exchange server, you
should configure the <commonName> of this <ContentAnalyzer> to match the common name in the
server certificate.
A second method for configuring server authentication is to configure the fingerprint thumb print) of
the server certificate in the <fingerprint> field. This is a hex string with no spaces and all capital
letters. The client will authenticate the server by comparing the hash of the received server
certificate with the configured hash value. Care should be used to make sure the server certificate
thumb print is generated using a secure hash.
<maxConnections> is the maximum number of active connections that can be present in the agent
connection pool for this server. This is optional and the default is 1.
<connectionTimeout> is the maximum amount of time in milliseconds to spend establishing a
connection to this server before considering the connection attempt to be a failure.
This is optional and the default is 2000.
-->
- <ContentAnalyzers>
- <ContentAnalyzer enabled="false">
<host>10.100.10.10</host>
<port>1344</port>
<type>ICAP</type>
<encrypted>true</encrypted>
<maxConnections>1</maxConnections>
<connectionTimeout>2000</connectionTimeout>
<commonName />
<fingerprint />
</ContentAnalyzer>
</ContentAnalyzers>
</configuration>
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